[Neurological health care activity in a recently created district hospital: model of high efficiency].
To analyze the neurological attention of a county hospital of recent creation, with a special emphasis in the health care indicators, both in hospital out-patients consultations and in patients admitted to the hospital. We have made a descriptive analysis of the neurological attention developed by our Neurology Section between the years 2008 and 2013. We also made a comparative analysis of health care indicators corresponding to the years 2012 and 2013 (5th and 6th years of clinical activity) of our hospital with those of two other hospitals with similar features, other three hospitals of secondary level, and four of tertiary level. The Neurology Section of our hospital was the best in the number of first visits divided by number of physicians, in the follow-up/first visit index, in the percentage of high-resolution visits, and was the best in the mean stay in hospital for the two most frequent diagnostic related groups (DRG) in our speciality, the second in number of hospital admissions divided by number of physicians for the DRG 'stroke with infarction' and the third in number of hospital admissions divided by number of physicians for the DRG 'other nervous system disorders'. The health care indicators of the Neurology Section of our hospital showed a very high efficiency model of medical assistance, which was only followed by other two hospitals with similar features to ours. The gradual implementation of assistance models similar to that used in these hospitals in other of secondary or tertiary levels could be useful in the improvement of their health care efficiency.